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1. Introduction 
It is well known that shape-preserving approximation has found numerous important applica- 
tions in the areas of computer aided geometric design, data analysis, mathematical modeling, etc. 
For functions of one variable, Schoenberg’s variation diminishing spline, defined by an arbitrary 
function f it approximates, preserves the properties of positivity, monotonicity, and convexity of 
f (cf. [l]), Unfortunately, this beautiful univariate result does not have a direct generalization to 
the multivariate setting, mainly due to the lack of a multivariate analog of the “variation 
diminishing” property. If, as in the univariate variation diminishing spline, a box spline series 
qO( f) of a function f in W”, s > 1, is constructed by using as coefficients the values of f at the 
centers of the support of the box splines, then the convexity of f does not necessarily imply that 
qO( f) is convex (cf. Dahmen and Micchelli [7]). Moreover, even in one dimension, the variation 
diminishing property cannot hold for spline approximation order higher than 0( h’). For these 
and other reasons we adopt a different approach to the construction of shape-preserving 
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approximants, restricting our attention to functions which strictly satisfy the shape property and 
then relying on the approximation properties of the spline space to produce a similarly endowed 
approximant for sufficiently small grid spacing h. Indeed, a spline space generated from a C’ 
box spline can simultaneously approximate all the first and second order partial derivatives of a 
sufficiently smooth function with approximation order O(h); thus, for instance, such a spline 
space can, for sufficiently small h, produce a strictly convex approximant of a strictly convex 
function. 
The contribution of this paper is the development of comprehensive and careful estimates in 
R2 of the grid spacing h which preserves for certain approximants a particular shape 
property-positivity, monotonicity, or convexity-possessed by the function being approxi- 
mated. The approximants we consider are box spline series with coefficients introduced in our 
earlier work [4] and [5] that give rise to quasi-interpolation and interpolation, respectively. We 
will restrict our attention to the bivariate setting since one of our objectives is to obtain relatively 
sharp estimates and the higher dimensional setting seems amenable to the same techniques but 
only at a cost of much more complexity. Both the three- and four-directional meshes will be 
studied. However, as we have already discussed in [5], since box splines on four-directional 
meshes are not as suitable as those on three-directional meshes for the purpose of interpolation, 
only quasi-interpolation on the four-directional mesh will be discussed. 
2. Preliminaries 
The spline spaces with which we are concerned in this paper are the linear spaces spanned by 
the scaled translates of a finitely supported piecewise polynomial basic spline function 4(x, y), 
where +(x, y) is a so-called box spline. Each box spline +(x, y) = $Jx, y) = +r,( u) where 
u = (x, y), is associated with and defined by a set I/= { oi,. . . , u,,} of nonzero vectors in h2. The 
elements of V span R2 and need not be distinct. The precise definition of +V(x, y) can be 
formulated in several different ways but one direct and accessible one is based on a probabilistic 
construction: 
Let the random vector (t,, . . . , t,) be uniformly distributed in the cube [ - i, +I”. Then C+,(U) is 
the probability density of the random vector u = t,v, + - . . + t,v,,. 
If a vector v,,, is added to the set V, it is a simple probabilistic result that, as t,, 1 is 
uniformly distributed on [ - $, i], 
Thus, higher order box splines can be constructed by successively adding vectors to V beginning 
with I/ = { vi, Us}, for which +V(x, y) is the uniform distribution on the parallelogram 
1 t,u, + t,v,: -+<t,,t,<t) 
(provided V spans 68’). 
A trivial but important observation is that 4(x, y) is symmetric about the origin; i.e., 
+(x3 Y) =+(-x7 -Y)* 
The most useful box splines in two dimensions from the viewpoint of computational simplicity 
and approximation power are those for which the only vectors in I/ are the coordinate vectors 
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e, = (1, 0), e2 = (0, l), and e, + e,, e2 - e, (though each of these may appear several times in 
V). In this case we use notation such as &i, +*I1 to denote the box splines with V= 
{e,, e2, e,, e, + e2, e, + e2, e2 - e,> and I/= {e,, e,, e2, e, + e, }, respectively. If only the vec- 
tors e,, e2, e, + e2 appear in V (possibly repeated) then the spline space is piecewise polynomial 
on a three-directional mesh while if e2 - e, is also included the mesh is four-directional. 
Given +(x, y) and a grid spacing h we form the scaled basic spline B,(x, y 1 V) = 
+,(x/h, y/h) and define the spline space 
%=(4x, YMX? Y)=Cc,,B,(x-xi, Y-Y,Iq (4 
where the centers (x,, y,) of Bh( x - x,, y - y, ( V) are regularly spaced by a distance h in the x 
and y directions. One important property of Yh is that the translates of B,,( x, y 1 V) form a 
partition of unity: 
xBh(x -xi, y-y;1 V) = 1 
Also, elements s(x, y) of .Y,, are in Cp where p is two less than the minimum number of vectors 
which can be removed from V to form a set that does not span R2. Finally Yh contains all 
polynomials of degree p + 1. See [3] for more details and other references. 
Given a function f( x, y) defined on lR2, we are concerned with the shape-preserving 
properties of a certain family of spline approximants defined in terms of the data values 
f(x,, y,) =f,,. This family is constructed as follows: We denote by F the vector of data values 
{ hi} Define the finite difference operator M by 
(M% = C%fr-r,,-s (3) 
r,s 
where 
i 
1 - +(O, 0) for i =j = 0, 
m*, = 
-+(i, j> otherwise. 
The family of approximants qk(f)( x, y) is then defined as follows: 
40(f)(x, Y> = Cfr~~h(~ -x~, Y -Yj I’>, 
dfh Y)= C@‘+MF)r/B&-XX,, y-y,(v), 
df)b> y)=C(f'+MF+ ... +MkF),,B&-xX,, y-y,lv), 
q,(f)(X, Y)=C(F+MF+M2F+ .*.)rjBh(x-X,, y-&II/). 
(4 
These approximants were introduced and studied in [4] and [5]. For sufficiently large k, 
(depending on P), qk( f ) is a quasi-interpolant of f,,. For box splines with only three directions, 
the infinite series F + MF + M2 + . . . converges and q,(f) is then the cardinal interpolant of 
f,j; for box splines with four directions the infinite series does not converge in two dimensions 
and the definition of q,(f) in (4) does not apply. 
Let C”,’ denote the family of m-times differentiable functions whose mth derivative is 
Lipschitz continuous. The approximation properties of the approximants qk( f) are as follows: 
Given that 9” contains all polynomials of degree < p + 1. 
(a) If 2k G p then 1 qk(f) -f I = 0(h2“+*) provided f E C2k+‘*‘. 
(b) If 2k > p then I qk( f) -f 1 = 0( hp+2) provided f E P’+‘.‘. 
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Case (b) includes the possibility k = 00 for the three-directional mesh. 
If 2k > p, qk( f) is called a quasi-interpolant of the data { hi} and gives the optimal order of 
approximation of f from Yh. 
We study three shape characteristics of these approximants: positivity, monotonicity in a given 
direction (i.e. u0 . of 2 0 for a fixed vector u,,), and convexity. More specifically, we ask: Given 
that f strictly satisfies one of these properties, how small should the grid spacing h be to 
guarantee that qk( f) has the same property? Of importance to our analysis is the following 
result, due to Dahmen and Micchelli [7]: 
Lemma 1. If s(x, y) = Eci,B,(x - xi, y -y, 1 V) is positiue/monotone/conuex then s+(x, y) = 
Cc;,&(x - x,, Y-Yjlvu{v}) z 1s a so positive/monotone/conuex respectively. 
Proof. The set of functions which are positive/monotone/convex is closed under translation 
f( .) -+ f(. - uo) and positive linear combination. By (1) we have 
s+(u) = /1’2 s(u - tv) dt, 
-l/2 
so that s+ retains any of the shape properties possessed by s. 0 
We develop for certain fundamental low-order box splines conditions on the coefficients c,, 
under which s(x, y) has the desired shape property; by Lemma 1 these conditions will then 
apply for any box spline derivable from the low-order one by adding vectors to V. Thus for 
instance, to study convexity we will consider the C’ box splines GZ2i, +i12, &i2, and &iii; any 
other C’ or smoother box spline with three or four directions can be obtained from these. 
We use several notations for differentiation. First, D,f denotes the directional derivative of f 
in direction U; D,‘f denotes the second derivative in direction u and so forth. For multiple 
derivatives in the x and y direction we use the notation D”f where (Y is a multi-index and 1 a 1 is 
the order of the derivative. Finally we employ the customary notation such as f,,, fx,, etc. Our 
results have the following form: 
(a) Conuexity: We assume f E C2,’ with Lipschitz constant L for the second derivatives; that 
is 
ID"f(~,)-Daf(~,)I~~l~,-~,l, Ial =2. (5) 
Given strict convexity for f, namely that for all unit vectors u, D,‘f > E > 0, we provide a 
constant c such that if the grid spacing h satisfies h 6 cr/L then qk( f) is strictly convex, i.e. 
Diqk( f) > 0. The constant c depends on the box spline cp( x, y) and the value of k. 
(b) Monotonicity: We assume that f E C’,’ and 
IDaf(q>-Dafh)I <LIu,-ql, Ial =I. (6) 
Given that D, f a c > 0 where u is a fixed unit vector, we provide a constant c such that 
h G cc/L implies D,q,( f) > 0. 
(c) Positiuity: We assume that f E Co,’ and 
lfbd-fb*)I GLlJ$-%l. 
Given that f > c > 0, we provide a constant c such that h < cc/L implies that qk( f) > 0. 
We first treat convexity for box splines with three directions and then for box splines with 
four directions. Subsequently, monotonicity and positivity are treated. 
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We introduce next some notation for infinite-difference operators. Let (m, n) be an integer 
pair and F = { f;, } a data vector. We define 
(a) identity operator, I: (IF),, =J; j; 
(b) shift operator T,,: (T,,F)ij =fr+m,j+,; 
(c) difference operator 8,,,m,: (&,F);, =fr+m,j+n -f,,; 
(d) central second difference operator Ai,: 
(AZmnF),j=h+m,j+n - 2hj +f;-rn,j-n* (7) 
The operator A4 defined in (3) and (4) can be expressed as a sum of second difference 
operators: 
M= -+c+(i, j)A;j. (8) 
This follows from the symmetry of + about (0, 0) and the fact that C$(i, j) = 1. 
Given a function f E C2, the second derivative D,‘f, where u is a unit vector, can be expressed 
as uTH,u where Hr is the Hessian matrix of f: 
H,b, r> = 
fxx fx, 1 
fx, fYY 1’ 
(9 
The Hessian matrix of a spline function s(x, y) will be denoted by H,( x, y) and the Hessian 
matrix of the approximant qk( f) will be denoted by Hk(x, y). 
If A = { u,~} and B = {b;,} are matrices, we write 1 A 1 for the matrix { ( ajj I} and A < B if 
aij < bij for all i, j. (This is different from the usual notation for B - A being nonnegative 
definite.) 
Finally, we will require the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 2. If A and B are symmetric matrices of the same size and ) A I < B then 
max luTAul & ,,n~~~u~Bu=max{X: Bu=huforsomeu#O}. 
II4 =1 ” 
Proof. 
I UTAU I = I Cat,U;u, I G C I a;, II Ui II Uj I G Cbtj I u; II U, I 
G max uTBu=max{XIBu=Xu for some u#O}. 17 
II u II = 1 
3. Convexity for box splines with three directions 
Throughout this section we will assume that f(x, y) satisfies 
f E c*,l, IDaf(ul)-DOLf(u2)( ,<L(Iu,-u,(I, Icx( =2; D:fw>O. (10) 
3. I. Convexity of approximants using +221 
We consider first the convexity of approximants in the spline space generated by the box 
spline +221, which is a piecewise cubic C’ function on a three-directional mesh formed by lines 
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7 
// 
Fig. 1. Hessian matrix of (pzzl. 
parallel to the x-axis the y-axis and the line y = x. The Hessian of +221 is piecewise linear, and 
hence each cubic piece of a spline s(x, y) formed from the scaled translates of &, is convex if 
and only if the Hessian of s(x, y) is positive definite at each of the three corners of each 
triangular piece. The Hessian of &21 at the corners of each lower triangular piece in its support 
is shown below in Fig. 1. The derivatives are computed using the formula, for 2) E V, 
where v is the gradient operator and S,* is the centered difference operator given by 
s~~(.)=~(.+:v)-~(.-~2)). 
This formula can be obtained by observing 
Explicit function values for the box splines considered in this paper are taken from [6]. The 
origin (0, 0) is indicated in Fig. 1 at the center of the support. Other integer points (i, j) are 
indicated with a dot “*“. Values in the blank triangles can be obtained by symmetry with respect 
to the origin. 
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(zi + 3,Yj + C) 
/ 
(zi + $yYj - $) 
Fig. 2. Triangle El,. Equation numbers give Hessian H,(x, y) in respective comers. 
For the spline s(x, JJ) = Cc,,,,B,,(x - x,, y - y, 1 V) the H essian matrix H,(x, y) for (x, y) 
at the corners of the triangle E,, below the point (xi, yj) is given by the equations whose 
numbers appear at the three corners in Fig. 2. 
H,(x, + 9, Y, + 9) = j$ 6 6 [ t::, y;$. 
Hs(xi-fh, y,-fhj$ T Aio 
[ 
-I,- I~OAO 
-l,- 1~oAo 
T A2 cij3 
01 1 
H,(x, + ih, y,- $h) = 5 Tq*-;A; I Tl - 1~oAo c;,. O.-l 01 10 A2 10 01 1 
02) 
(13) 
We estimate H,(x, JJ) in the triangle Eli for s(x, _JJ) equal to each of the approximants qk( f) 
in turn, starting with qO(f). We develop conditions on f and the spacing h which guarantee that 
Hk(x, y) is positive definite at each of the three corners of Eli (and thus throughout El, since 
H,(x, _y) is piecewise linear). 
3.1.1. Convexity of qO(f) 
We begin by estimating Ho at the lower left comer of Ejj: 
H,(x, - +h, y, - $h) = 40 T-l,-1~0*~,0 
A2 1 hfi, . 01 
Beginning with the (1, 1) entry of No we have 
@I.l)(x; - +h, y, - +h) = -$A:,&= -$Jx’“K(t - x;>f& Y,) dt 
X,-l 
04) 
where K(t) = (h - ( t I)+ is the Peano kernel. 
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Comparing H$lJ)(x; - th, y, - +h) with Hjl’l)(xj, r,> we have 
PJ)(x, - $h, y, - :h) - Hjl”)(x,, y,) 
0 
1 =- 
h2 
/x’+‘~(‘-x,)[f,,(t, yj) -fxx(XI~ Yj)] dt. 
X,-l 
By the Lipschitz condition on D”f in (lo), 
)fffJ)(x;- +h, yj-- +h)-H;‘+, y,)J < ~jX;+‘K(r-x,)Llr-x;~d~~tLh. 
x1-1 
(15) 
Next, for the (2, 1) entry of Ho we have 
H,$2.1)(x, - +h, y,- :h) = T_,,_,~,,~,, 
= (A, -L,,) - (h,j-1 -L-d 
1 x, v, =- 
h2 // 
fxY(s, 1) dt ds, 
X,-l Y,ml 
so that 
( H(p( xi - ih, Y,- oh) - H:2’1’(Xi, yj) I 
1 x, Y, 
=G-- 
h2 JJ 
I .t~y(~, l> -.Ly(xi, Yj> I dt ds 
X,-I v,-1 
1 x, Y, 
<- 
h2 JJ 
L (~-x~)~+(t-y~)~ dt ds-cO.765Lh. 
X,-I v,-1 
(16) 
Finally, 
Hr*2)(xI- :h, y,- ;h) =A’,,fjj= -+~h+‘K(t-yj)fyy(~,, t) dt 
Y,-1 
and we obtain 
1 l~Ir*~)(x~ - 4h, yj- +h) - Hj2,2)(xi, y,) I < fLh 
as in (15) above. 
(17) 
Combining the estimates in (15), (16) and (17) above, we have 
(18) 
Application of Lemma 2 shows that (Diq,(f)(x, - th, y, - ih) - D,‘f(x,, Yj) ( < l.lOLh and 
using D,‘f 2 c (lo), we have 
Diqo(f)(xi - thy Yj - th) 2 E - 1 .lOLh >, 0 if h < 0.9096/L. (19) 
The analysis of H,( x, + ih, y, - +h) proceeds basically the same as the above and we obtain 
D,k,(f)( xi + 3k Y/ + +h) 2 E - l.lOh 2 0 if h G 0.9096/L. (20) 
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Finally, we consider &(x, + $h, r, - ih). We will compare the entries of this matrix with 
those of H,(xj + u, _JJ, - a) where the constant u, 0 G u < 1, will be chosen so as to minimize the 
estimate of (Diq,,(f)(x; + +h, y, - th) - D,‘f(x; + u, _Y, - a) 1, which in turn requires that we 
minimize the row sum of the matrix bound for ( Ho(xl + th, y, - $h) - H/(x; + u, y, - a) I. 
First, we have 
/ H,j’*‘)( x, + fh, y, - fh) - Hj’~‘)(x, + u, y, - u) 1 
1 =- 
i J X”‘K(t-x~)[_I~,(~. h= x,-, _Y-1) -fxx(xi+(J, _Yj-u)] dt 
1 
h= J 
X,+1 
G- 
x-i-l 
K(t-xi)L (t-u-x;)2+(y/_l+u-yj)2 dt 
=Lh 
J 
;,(l- jr&~-u/h)=+(l-u/h)= du. (21) 
The estimate of I H,$272) (x, + +h, yj - th) - $2,2)(x; + U, y, - u) I is exactly the same as in 
(21). 
For Ho(2’1)(x, + $h, yj - $h) we have 
/ HJ’*“( Xi + ih, J’, - $h) - Hj2”)( Xi + U, J’j - U) 1 
1 x,+1 v, 
G- I J h= x, 
I L,b, t> -L&T + 0, v, - 0) I dt ds 
Y,-1 
1 x,+1 v, 
G- 
h2 x, Y,-1 ’ / J 
L (s - u -xi)= + (t + u -yj)’ dt ds 
= Lh 
JJ 
,,l a’&-u/h)=+(U--o/h)= dudu. 
We choose u so as to minimize 
J1 (l- Iul)\/(u-u/h)2+(1-u/h)2 du+j1/‘/(u-u/h)2+(u-u/h)2 dudu 
-1 0 0 
and obtain u/h = 0.545 at which value the sum of the two integrals is 0.920 and 
II&(x,++h, yj-:h)-H,(x,+u, y,-u)I <Lh[;.;$ ;+;;]> (22) 
so that 
Dtfqo(f)(xi + gh, Y, - fh) ac-0.920LhaO if h,(l.O9r/L. 
Comparing this with (19) we see that h < 0.9096/L is sufficient to guarantee convexity of 
qO( f) in Eij and so in the whole plane: 
Dzq,(f)(x, y)aO if E-l.lOLhaO or h<0.909r/L. (23) 
3.1.2. Convexity of ql( f) 
The values of +221(i, j) at the integers are shown in Fig. 3. Thus we may write the operator M 
in the form (8) as 
(2A;, + 2A2,, + A;,). (24) 
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r L 
12 24 
1 r 
12 12 
7 
is 
I I 
24 12 
Fig. 3. 
Since the coefficients for ql( f) are cii = (F + MF),,, we have H,(.x, y) = (I+ M)H,(x, y) 
at the three corners of triangle Ejj. Our analysis consists of estimating the size of the elements of 
the matrix MH, at the corners of Eij and adjusting the bounds for convexity-preserving values 
of h obtained in Theorem 1. 
Estimating the size of MH, requires the estimation of various combinations of two second 
differences of the data { fjj}. The estimates below will be derived in detail in section 3.4. The 
basic technique is to write the first second difference as an integral involving a second derivative 
of f; the other second difference, when applied to this integral can be expressed in terms of 
integrals of second differences of a second derivative of f and is estimated using the Lipschitz 
condition. 
We have the following estimates: 
A;,A&,L.j < $h3L, A:,&,&& < :h3L, A:&,~~, d 2h3L, 
A;,A:O~j < 2.51h3L, A~,S,,G,,~.j < 2.35h3L. (25) 
Consider first MH, at (xi + +h, yj + ih): 
MH,(x;+ +h, yj+ +h) = -$ M7Ai 
MS 6 
01 10 
Mizol fjj. 
01 I 
Using the definition of M in (24) and the bounds in (25) we obtain 
(26) 
(27) 
It is not difficult to see that the bound in (27) holds at the other two corners in Ejj. Combining 
(27) with (18) and (22) respectively gives 
and 
I(I+M)H,(x;++h, yj-ih)-H,(x,+o, y,-u)l <Lh i$: y*fzG]. 
[ . 
With the former case giving the worse bound, we have 
D&(f )(x, y) 2 0 if c - 1.83Lh a 0 or h < 0.546c/L. (28) 
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3.1.3. Convexity of the Interpolant q,(f) 
We develop below conditions on h guaranteeing the convexity of qk( f) and in particular the 
interpolant q,(f). Note that since ql( f) is a quasi-interpolant for &r and so gives the optimal 
order of approximation from the spline space Yh, the qk(f) for k > 1 are not of particular 
interest except for q,( f ). 
From the definition of qk( f) in (4) we see that 
L&(x, y)=(I+M+@+ a.0 +Mk)H,,(x, y) for (x, y) at the corners of Eij. 
The coefficients in the operator M in (24) sum in absolute value to 2 and in general to 
2[1 - +(O, O)]. For any bounded data F = { Aj} we clearly have )( MF 11 I, < i 11 F 1) ,,, where 
1) F 1) ,, = sup{ f,,}. In that case, at say, the points (xi + ih, y, + th), 
lIMkH,(x,++h, ~,+t~)l1,~~(~)~-~Il~H,(~i+:~, y,++h)ll,_ 
G (3 
k-Qh 0.385 
[ 
0.347 
0.347 0.385 1 
where we have used (27). Since (27) holds at all three corners of E;, for all (i, j) we have 
Combining (29) with (18) and (22) 
I~~(Xi+ th, yjrt I,h)- 
and 
gives respectively 
]&(X,+:h, y,+)- H,(x;+a, y,-u)] <Lh ;.;; :‘;; . [ . . 1 
With the former case giving the worse bound, we have 
Diq,(f)(x, y) > 0 if E - 5.73Lh > 0 or h > O.l72r/L. 
Combining (23), (28), and (30), we have the following: 
(30) 
Theorem 1. Suppose f is a convex function satisfying 
f E c2J; IDaf(.d-Daff(u2)I <~5lIuq-qII, Ial =2; D,‘f > z > 0. 
Then the spline approximants/interpolants qk( f) using +221 and defined by (4) are conuex if h 
satisfies the following: 
(a) k = 0: h < 0.909c/L, 
(b) k = 1: h < 0.546c/L, 
(c) 00 > k > 1: h < O.l72r/L. 
3.2. Convexity of approximants using #122 
The box splines with three directions which can reproduce quadratic functions of two 
variables are +221, +)122, and c#B~~~. All smoother box splines with three directions can be generated 
from these by adding vectors to V. We have already studied convexity-preserving properties 
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IL 
1 
!I, 
1 
J 
T- 
0 0 
/ 
[ 1 
looI rlq 1 0 0 0 
1 0 A/ 1 1 0 0 2 -1 00 -1 0 11 1 0 0 
/ 
Fig. 4. Hessian matrix of G122. 
Fig. 5. Triangle Eil. Equations as numbered give H, at comers. 
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associated with &; the analysis of +122 and &I2 are obviously the same and so in this section 
we will treat one of them, namely &. The analysis will follow that of section 3.1. 
As in section 3.1, we first calculate the Hessian of &, which appears in Fig. 4. The region 
shown is the support of +122 and the Hessian matrices in the upper triangles can be obtained 
from symmetry with respect to the origin (0, 0) indicated in the figure. 
Using Fig. 4, we can calculate the Hessian matrix H,(x, y) of the spline s(x, y) = Cc,,B,(x 
--x,9 y-y,W) where of course now B,(x, y 1 V) = c#Q~~(x/~, y/h). We provide HS(x, y) 
below for (x, y) at the corners of the triangle Ejj which now refers to the right triangle whose 
base has midpoint (xi, y,) as in Fig. 5. 
T - l,- *801%0 
A& 1 cij 3 
~0140 
A2 Q. 
01 I 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
3.2.1. Convexity qf qo( f) 
To analyze H,( x, + Sh, y, + h), observe that the right-hand side of (31) is a translation by To1 
of the right-hand side of (13). The analysis leading to (22) then shows that 
(34) 
resulting in 
D,‘qo(f)(x; + th, Y, + h) > c - 0.920Lh > 0 if h < 1.096/L. (35) 
The Hessian matrices for Ho at the remaining two corners will both be compared with 
H,(x;, yj) and their analyses are essentially the same and similar to that leading to (18). Indeed, 
(32) compared with (12) and (33) compared with (11) differ only by the term f T_,,_lSllSoIS,oci, 
in the H,(‘,‘) entry. For HJ”*” we have the bound (derived later in section 3.4) 
1 T_1,-1G,,~ol~lofij 1 G 6h3L < 1.42h3L* (36) 
Combining this result with analysis leading to (18) gives 
IHo(x;+ thy y,)-Hf(X;> yj> I GL’[oo3~7+6:-42 :.:::I 
[ 
1.76 0.765 
’ Lh 0.765 0.333 . I 
Applying Lemma 2, we have the result 
Diqo(f)(xi + ?h, Y,) > c - 2.08Lh >, 0 if h < 0.480e/L. 
Combining (35) and (38) we have 
Diq,(f)(x, y) > 0 if h < 0.4&/L. 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
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3.2.2. Convexity of ql( f) 
The values of &(i, j) at the integers are shown in Fig. 6. Thus we may write the operator M 
in the form (8) as 
M= -&(A:,+262,,+262,,). (40) 
We need to estimate 1 MH,, I. Except for the term 1 MT_,,_ ,S11&0181,,frj 1 which arises at the two 
corners in the base of triangle Eij and the fact that M in (40) differs slightly from that of (24), 
the analysis involves the same estimates as led to the matrix in (26). We obtain 
(41) 
Next, ( MT_ I,- 1a,,so,S,,J;j 1= I T-l,- ,&,M&,S,of;, I G 2(0-383Lh 1,SO 
W&(x, Y) I .Lh[ 0.436 + 0.766 0.383 0.383 0.409 1 ’ (x, y) = (XI 5 ik Yjj. (42) 
Combining (41) with (34) and (42) with (37) and using Lemma 2, the worst case bound for the 
convexity of ql( f) comes from the points (xi + : h, yj). We obtain 
Dfqr( f )(x, y) >, 0 if h < 0.29Oc/L. 
3.2.3. Convexity of the interpolant q,(f) 
We need to estimate \ MkHO ( at the comers of E,,. As in section 3.1.3 we have ( MkHo I < 
at the comers. The worst case bound for convexity is then obtained from (37) 
I JJ/c(xi * +h, Yj) - Hf(Xi, Yj) I 
0.765 
0.333 
0.383 
0.409 I 
so that for 1 < k G 00 
Dzq,(f)(x, y) 2 0 if h < O.O97c/L. 
We can then formulate the following result: 
(43) 
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Theorem 2. Suppose f is a convex function satisfying 
f E P; lDaf(q-Dafb2)l GJ~II~-~~II, Ial =2; D;f>- e > 0. 
Then the spline approximants/interpolants qk( f) using +122 and defined by (4) are convex if h 
satisfies the following: 
(a) k = 0: h < 0.48O~/L, 
(b) k = 1: h < 0.29O~/L, 
(c) 00 > k > 1: h < O.O97</L. 
3.3. Convexity using higher-order box splines with three directions developed from +221 and +122 
Recall from Lemma 1 that a spline function based on a box spline c/+~,~, with n, > 2, n2 >, 2 
and n3 2 1 will be convex if its coefficients cij are such that the Hessian matrixes for +221 in (ll), 
(12), (13) are positive definite. If n, > 1, n2 > 2, n3 > 2 then the spline will be convex if the 
matrices for +122 in (31), (32), (33) are positive definite. In the event that either set of matrices is 
applicable, it would seem that sharper bounds could be obtained using (ll), (12), (13). 
The analysis differs from that of sections 3.1 and 3.2 only in that a different M will be used to 
calculate higher order approximants. In addition, as we will not specify a particular A4 and our 
results are therefore relatively general, sharper bounds in a practical situation given a specific M 
can probably be obtained. 
It is clear that in the case of the approximant qO( f) Theorems 1 and 2 remain unchanged for 
box splines derived from +221 and +122 respectively. 
In investigating ql( f) we need to estimate various fourth order differences which appear in 
MAtj and M60,6,, where M, expressed in the form (8) is itself a sum of second differences of the 
form A;i. We will content ourselves with a straightforward estimate here, as opposed to the more 
careful analysis in section 3.4. We have: 
(~2,,d&jt, 1 = d2,J*‘+‘K(I - xi)fL(tT y,) dt/ 
*,-I 
= - x,,[ fXX( t+mh, ,+A)-2f,,(t, Yj> 
+f,,(t-mh, yj-A)] dt 
Similarly, 
<2 jx’+‘K( t - xi) Lhm dt = 2h3Lm. 
X,-l 
A2,,6,,S,,f,j = A2,,,~“‘+‘,/-“+‘fX, ( t, s) ds d t 
= [‘+‘~+‘~fxy(t + mh, s + nh) - 2f,,(x, t) 
(44 
+f,,(t-mh, s-nh)] ds dt 
= 2h3LJm2+nl. (45) 
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We consider first the case of &i. We wish to estimate 1 MH, 1 where H, is of one of the 
matrices (ll), (12), (13) and cij = fij. With M = - $C+( i, j)A’, the estimate for each of those 
matrices is the same and is given by 
(46) 
We define 
as the right-hand side is in some sense an average distance from (0, 0) since C+( i, j) = 1. 
The estimate of I MkH,, I is a little more difficult in general, In the case of &i we exploited 
the fact that C I mrs 1 = 2 < 1 where { mrs} are the coefficients of the operator M as in (3). In 
general, however, it is not true that C ( mrs ( -c 1 (though if it is, an analysis similar to that in 
section 3.1.3 may give a better estimate than the general one (47) derived below.) However, as 
shown in [2], an important property shared by all two-dimensional box splines with three 
directions is that the discrete Fourier transform @ of M is positive and less than one where 
ti(p, V) = Cm_ eirp eis” (i = J-1). 
Applying Parseval’s equality we have: 1) mrs 1) ,, = 1) fi 1) LZ, where 
II mrs II I, = ( c my*; 11~11~2= (&j--T~~~l~12 dp dvi”*. 
Furthermore, we have (#) = (G)“. If we denote the coefficients of the operator Mk by ml:) 
we have 
II 6) II I* = II ii” II L, < {ryxti(p, vqk = ak. 
We then have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
I(M“G)ij I = I Cm!sk)gi-r,j-s I G II m!,k’II , II gij II /,(#suPP(Mk)}1’2 
G ak II g;j II II #suPP(Mk))r’* (47) 
where # supp( Mk) is the number of points (i, j) at which rnl,k) # 0. It is not difficult to show 
that 
{ #supp( Mk)}l” < k { #supp( M)}“2. (48) 
Although for two-dimensional box splines with three directions 2 < 1 (e.g. a = f for +221, and 
a = 2 for +222), we note that for four-directional box splines a > 1, (e.g. a = 1 for &ri). 
Using (46), (47) and (48) we have 
) M”H,, I = I Mk-‘MH, I < uk-’ &(k- l){#s~pp(M)}“~[; ;I. (49) 
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We then estimate 
smce C 1 m;, 1 -C 2; this is better than (49)), 
I MkHo I G a ‘-‘hLF(k- I){ ##supp(M)}‘/‘[: ;], k > 3, 
and so for box splines with three directions derived from +221, 
a,;(2 - p,’ { #supp( M)}“2 
\ (1 - a)- 
We can now formulate the following result: 
Theorem 3. Suppose f is a conuex function satisfying 
I1 l [ 1 1 1’ 
If the 
where 
ii’, 
;; 
f E c2J; IWf(u,)-Daf(u2)( <LIIu,-u,Il, Ial =2; D;f > IZ > 0. 
spline approximants/interpoIants qk( f) defined by (4) are based on the box spline G,,,“+, 
n, > 2, n2 > 2, n3 2 1 then qk(f) IS conuex if h satisfies the following: 
k = 0: h < </l.lOL, 
k = 1: h < c/(1.10 + 2F)L, 
k = 2: h < c/(1.10 + 6F)L, 
oo>,k>3: 
where 7 = C+(i, j)(i2 +j2)l12, a = max AZ, and # supp( +) is the number of integer points (i, j) 
at which +(i, j) f 0. 
We consider next the case of box splines derived from c#Q~~. We must estimate ) MH, ) where 
now I&, is one of the matrices (31), (32), (33) and ci, =fi,. 
The worst-case estimate of h for preserving convexity will clearly arise at the corners 
(x, f ih, y,) and the Hessian matrices which appear below are assumed to be evaluated at these 
points. 
The term I MT_1,_16,,S,,,6,,fij 1 will be estimated via 
I ~L-,Q%,W$ I = I L-,W%,4,f,j I G 2hLf 
and we obtain 
(MH, 1 < hL7 ; [ 1 : , 
1~~~~1 <2hLf[: :] (since Clm,,l <2), 
( MkH, 1 < a *-1hL~(k-l){#supp(M)}1~2[~ ;], k>3, 
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and so for &, 
Using this estimate, together with the estimate for H, in (37), we can formulate a result 
analogous to Theorem 3. However, since the bounds in Theorem 3 are better, we will formulate 
Theorem 4 only for those cases where Theorem 3 is not applicable. In addition, for simplicity we 
will not bound uTAu by the largest eigenvalue of A as in Lemma 2 but rather by the largest row 
sum of A. 
Theorem 4. Suppose f is a convex function satisfying 
f E (2.1; IDaf(,&Dolf(U2)l ~J~IIJQ-~,II, Ial =2; D,‘f > E z=- 0. 
If the spline approximants/interpolants qk( f) defined by (4) are based on the box spline $B”,~,~, 
where n, = 1, n2 > 2, n3 >, 2 or n, > 2, n2 = 1, n3 >, 2 then qk( f) is convex if h satisfies the 
following: 
(a) k = 0: h < 0.48O~/L (same as Theorem 2), 
(b) k = 1: h < e/(2.52 + 4?)L, 
(c) k = 2: h < e/(2.52 + 12?)L, 
(d) oo>k>,3: 
6 
h< 
i- 
2 52 + 12r + 4a2(2 - a) - 
(1 - a)’ 
r{ #supp(+)}“2 L ’ 
I 
where 7 = C+( i, j)( i2 +j2)1’2, a = max 2, and #supp( (p) is the number of integer points (i, j) 
at which +(i, j) f 0. 
Note that these bounds are about half of those in Theorem 3. 
3.4. Appendix. Estimates of 4th order differences 
We derive below the estimate (25) for various fourth order differences, based on the Lipschitz 
continuity of the second derivatives of f. 
First we consider Ai,A:,,hj. One representation is 
A~,A:& = f+‘K(t - xi)[ fx;,( t + h, yj) -2fxJty Y,> +fxxct - hy Y,)I dt* 
I 1 
A straightforward estimate at this point would bound the integrand by K( t - xi)2 Lh. However 
an improved estimate can be obtained as follows: 
A:,A&h, = lrn [ A?o.K(t - Xi)] fx,(ty yj> dt 
-cc 
where A:,K( t - xi) = K(t - x~+~) - 2K( t - xi) + K( t - x;_~) and can be expressed as the sum 
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a I L 
b I L 
=i %+2 262 =i xi+2 
-h 
‘Ci+2 ‘*i+2 
Fig. 7. 
of the functions defined by their respective graphs shown in Fig. 7. The estimates for the 
representative integrals are as follows (some simple transformations having been performed) : 
< ~‘-‘+h’2[h-2(t-xx,_l)]2Lh dri = ;h3L. 
The estimate for (c) is the same as (b); the estimate for (d) is the same as (a). Adding, we obtain 
lA$,A$,~, ) < G $h3L as in (25). 
We consider next A$,SolS,ofi,. We have 
I4nW%f,, I = I W,,~x’+‘~~~ - ~i)fxx(b v,) dt I 
X,FI 
= 
11 
X’+2[K(t-x,+l) -K(~-x;)l[Lx( 
X,-l 
t, y,+,> -Lxk &)I dti 
< 
/ 
X’+21 K(t - x;+~) - K(t - x,) I hL dt = +h3L 
X,-l 
as required. 
Continuing, we take up the estimate of A&A:,f,i. We have 
/ &xA:ohj / = s, _ X’+‘~(t - x,)[f,,(t, y, + h) - 2f,,(c Y,) +f,k J’j - h)l dt 
I 1 
< J X’+‘K(t - x,)2hL dt = 2h3L. X,-l 
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Next, 
=Z 
(/ 
X’+‘~(t - ~;+~)f~~( t, y, + h) dt - 21x’+‘K(t - x,)fxx( f, y,) df ) 
x, 
+ i/” ~(t-x,_,)f,,(t, y,-h) dt-ik' K(t-xi)fx,(t, _Yj)dt)s 
x8-2 X,-l 
Clearly, the estimate of the first pair of integrals in brackets is the same as the second. The two 
integrals in the first set of brackets may be further grouped as 
(J~‘+‘K(t-X~+~)f,,(r, _Fj+‘) dt- /x’+‘K(t-x,)L~(‘~ Y,) dll 
X,+1 x, 
+ (j~‘+‘~(r-x~+~)f,,(t, yjt-h) dt- /“x”lK(~-X~)_f&Cf: J$) d’}, 
x, x, 
and these may be rewritten, by substituting the definition of K( *) and simple transformations, as 
Jx”‘[h-(r-~i)]f,,(t+h, Yj+h)-fx,(t, Y,)] dt 
X8 
+ /X’+‘Cf - xil[ Lx( ‘2 Yj + h, -fxx(xi+l - tt - xi)T Yj)] dt 
x, 
and these integrals are bounded in absolute value by 
jX’+‘[h- (t-~~)]2~‘~hL dt+ j- x’+‘( t - x;) Lw dt = 1.281h3L 
x, x, 
which finally results in 1 A~,A:ofi, 1 G 2.57h3L as required. 
The remaining fourth-order difference is A~,60,6,0fij. We have 
A;r8001SIOfij = A;I/X’+‘J”+‘jXY(t, S) ds dt. 
XI YJ 
We write this in terms of double integrals over regions. Let 
q ij = square with lower left corner (xi, y,), 
q ]‘i = the upper triangle in square q jj above the diagonal from the upper left to the lower right, 
0; = the lower triangle square E!,~ below the diagonal from the upper left to the lower right. 
which, decomposing further, 
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The top row of integrals will have the same estimate as the bottom row. We estimate 
= f,,(t + h, s + h) -f,,(t, s)] ds dt < 21”*h3L/2, 
f&+1 + t, Y,,l + s) -f&+1 -s, y,+l - t)] ds dr < 21’*h3L/3. 
Adding together all the contributions we obtain 
j&%&f,, j G 2h3L y- + 3 
i 
21/* 21/* 
1 
G 2.36h3L as required. 
Finally we verify (36) the estimate of 8118018,0fr, which is of course a third-order difference. 
In terms of integrals we have 
= j”j. [f,&+h, s+h)-f,,(t, s)] dsdt <21”*h3L. 
01, 
This completes the derivation of the estimates. 
4. Convexity for box splines with four directions 
In this section we are concerned with the box spline +1111 and those box splines derived from 
+1111 by adding one or more of the vectors e,, e2, e, + e,, e, - e2 to the set of vectors V. As in 
Section 3, we first develop conditions for convexity for the fundamental box spline $1111 which is 
quadratic and C’ on a criss-cross four directional mesh. 
4.1. Convexity of approximants using Cpllll 
The Hessian matrices for +1111 are shown in the lower triangles of each square below in Fig. 8. 
The other matrices can be obtained by symmetry. 
In the ensuing discussion, Eli refers to the triangle directly below the point (xi, yi). We write 
H,( x,, ,v,) for the Hessian matrix of a spline s( x, y) in the triangle Eli, where it is of course 
constant. We have 
t(r + T,,-,)A:, f ( T- l,- 1 + To,- 1) 4210 
t(T_,,_, + To,-l)GloSol A;, - :(I- To,_,)& I ciim 
(52) 
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Fig. 8. Hessian matrices of &,,,. 
AS before, we first consider H,. With ci, = f,j, we compare Ho(x,, Y]) with Hf(X,, Y, - :h). 
Ip(y)(x;, Y,) -f& YJ - 3)) 
< J x’+‘K( t - xi) L/w dt < 0.316Lh3. X,-l 
Next, considering H,$2v1) (xi, y,> -fxJx,> Y, - +h), 
JS(T-I,-, + T,,-,)6,,s,,fi,-f~~(x,~ YJ- th) I 
x, v, 
G I/ ,T_ (t - xi)* + (s -y, + h/2)’ ds dt < 0.593Xh3. X,-l Y,-I 
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L 
8 
Fig. 9. 
Finally, considering Hi2**)(xi, v,) -f,( x,, vj - ih) we have first 
IAilhj-fyy(X;r Y,- f’)l =!~~~+‘K(r-y,)[r,~(x;, t)-f,,(x;, ~j- +h)] drl 
Y,-1 
< /-‘+‘(h- It-y,I)It-jl;-~h)Idtc0.542Lh3, 
Y,-1 
<; 
I/ 
X’+‘K(t - xi)Lh dt = +Lh3. 
X,-l 
(53) 
Putting the above estimates together, we have 
(54) 
and by Lemma 2, 
Dfq,(f) z 0 if h 6 0.727c/L. (55) 
We consider next the convexity of the quasi-interpolant q*(f), The values of $I are those 
shown in Fig. 9, so M = - +(A:, + A’,,). As before, we estimate the size of MH,. 
MHF): ) A:,+(1 + To,_,)A~of., I =G $Lh3 from (25). Next, 
= t I((‘,, - 1) - (‘,.-I - ‘i,-z))A:ofij l G Lh2 by (53). 
I A&$(1 + T,,_,)A~,j,, I 
MH,(23’): lA:oi(‘-,,-, + To,-1)‘,$01hj I = $((7’,,-, - G-1 - CT-,,-, - T-2,-,))S,&h, < 
Lh3 from (36). 
(4 
(b) 
Cc) 
lA&$(T_~,_l’+ &,-1)S,oSolJ;j I = I+(T_,,_, + T,,_~)A~,~l,,~~lf;., ( =G ?Lh3 byapplicationof 
(25). 
MH,‘*,*+ ( A;,A2,,f;j I < 2Lh3; I A&A~,fij I G 4Lh3, both from (25). Next, I A$$(1 - 
T,,)A:,f,, I G $Lh3 as in (a) above. 
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Combining the estimates in (a), (b), and (c) above, we have 
and combined with (54), we have 
(56) 
and we obtain the result 
Diq,(f) >, 0 if h < 0.425e/L. (57) 
The coefficients of the higher-order quasi-interpolants qk( f) do not converge as k + 00. 
However, the error at the interpolation points does get smaller with larger k (arguments in [5] 
can be adapted to show this). In any case, for +iiii it is simple to estimate 1 MkHo I. Indeed, 
since the coefficients in the operator A4 sum to 1 in absolute value, I] MkHo II,, G I( Mk-‘HO 11 t, 
so that 
](M+M*+ ... +Mk)H,J <k(MH,I 
and we have from (55) and (57) 
IHk(x,, y,)-H,(x;, y,-+h)( <Lh[0-316+0-292k 0’594+0-313k]. 
0.594 + 0.313k 1.042 + 0.833k 
One can show by direct calculation that the largest eigenvalue of this matrix is less than 
1.50 + 0.976k, slightly better than simply taking the largest row sum. Combined with (55) and 
(57), we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Suppose f is a convex function satisfying 
f E c*J; IDaf(n2)-Daf(u1)I <Lll~2-qlI, lal =2; D,‘f > E > 0. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) using Cplll, and defined by (4) are convex if h satisfies the 
following: 
(a) k = 0: h G 0.727r/L, 
(b) k = 1: h < 0.4256/L, 
(c) 00 > k > 1: h < c/(1.50 + 0.976k)L. 
4.2. Convexity using higher-order box splines with 4 directions developed from +,111 
Given a box spline &,n2n)n4 with four directions, if n, > 2 and n2 > 2 then the Hessian H, of 
4 221 may be used to ensure convexity and gives better bounds than the Hessian of 4iiii. Indeed, 
parts (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3 hold without change. In calculating a bound for the convexity of 
qk( f ), k > 2, we will assume that max n? = 1. Equation (49) holds with a = 1 so that 
l(M+M*+ -*- +Mk)HOI <hLF 
(k + l)(k - 2) 
2 
We then have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6. Suppose f is a convex function satisfying 
f E c2J; IDaf(.kDafb2)l ~~ll~2-qlI> Ial =2; D,“f > c > 0. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) defined by (4) using &,n2n,n4 where n, > 2, n2 z 2, n3 > 1, 
n4 > 1 are convex if h satisfies the following: 
(a) k= 0: h G c/l.lOL, 
(b) k = 1: h < e/(1.10 + 2Y)L, 
(c) k = 2: h < e/(1.10 + 6F)L, 
(d) oo>k>2: 
h< 
(1.10 + 67-t (k + l)(kl 2)r(#supp(+)j’/2)L ’ 
where r = C+( i, j)( i2 +j2)“2 and #supp($) is the number of integer points (i, j) at which 
+(i, j) # 0. 
If +~,n2n3f74 cannot be derived from +221 we will use the Hessian of +rII1 to develop bounds on 
h. We showed in section 3.3 that for general M, (MA:,f,, 6 h3LF, 1 MA&hi I G h3LF, and 
) MS,,G,,,f,, I h3LF. We can then estimate using the Hessian (52) of +rlrl and employing the same 
techniques as those leading to Theorem 4 we obtain: 
IMH,I .hL# ;]> 
) M~H,, I G 2hLi- : i 1 : (since Cl m;j I < 2), 
(ACPW,I <hLr(k-l){#supp(M)}“‘[; ;]> kz3, 
l(M+M2+ *-* +&‘)&,I ,(hLF- 3+ 
i 
(k+l)(k-2) 
2 
Combining these estimates with (54) and using maximum row sum to bound the largest 
eigenvalue of a matrix we have: 
Theorem 7. Suppose f is a convex function satisfying 
f E c2J; lD”f(u2)-D”f(q>l <LIlu,-qll, Ial =2; D;f > l > 0. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) defined by (4) using +,,n2”3n4 where n, > 1, n2 > 1, n3 z 1, 
n4 2 1 are convex if h satisfies the following: 
(a) k = 0: h < 0.727~/L, 
(b) k = 1: h <c/(1.64 + 3F)L, 
(c) k = 2: h <r/(1.64 + 9r)L, 
(d) oo>k>2: 
E 
h< 
(1.64+9~+~(k+l)(k-2)F{#s~pp(+)}“~)L’ 
where 7 = C+( i, j)( i2 + j2)l12 and #supp( +) is the number of integer points (i, j) at which 
+(i, j) + 0. 
Note that the bounds in Theorem 7 are about $ of those in Theorem 6. Hence Theorem 6 
should be used when applicable. 
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5. Monotonicity 
In this section we assume f E Cl,’ with Lipschitz constant L for both f, and fy. We are given 
a fixed unit vector u0 = (a, p) such that uO. (f,, fy) a 6 > 0, where (,) . (,) denotes the dot 
product of vectors. We seek bounds on h that will ensure that a spline approximant s(x, y) 
satisfies u0 . (s,, s,,) a 0. Our analysis begins with the box spline +rir, the Courant hat function, 
which is Co, piecewise linear and whose corresponding approximant qo( f) interpolates the data 
{ fi j } , converges to f and has derivative converging to the derivative of f as h + 0. 
The gradient of @iii is shown in Fig. 10. 
We define triangle Ejj to have the vertices (xi, y,), (xifl, yj) and (x;+i, y,+i). The gradient 
VS(X, y) in Ei, will be denoted by VS(X,, y,) and is given by 
Vs(xi, Yj> = k(cr+l,je cajT ci+l,j+l - ‘i+l,j> 
We then have 
uO’ VqO(f >Cxi3 Yj> = ita + PTIOsOl)f,j 
which we write in integral form as 
JJO* Vqo(f )(X;> Yj) = a/*“‘fx(t> _Yj) dt + $/y'+'fy(X,+l~ t) dt* 
x, YJ 
(58) 
(59) 
We wish to compare this quantity with u. . vf at some appropriately chosen point related to 
(xi, yj) so as to minimize the difference. If (Y and p are not given in advance, it is reasonable to 
choose the point (xi+ i - u, y, + a) since the integration in (58) is over the two legs of triangle Ejj 
meeting at (x;+i, yj). We then obtain 
IUO * VqO(f )txiT Yj> - u0 ’ Vf txi+l - uY Yj + u, I 
< +/x’+‘Ifx(fY _Yj)-fx(Xi+l-uY Yj+')ldt 
+G 
h / 
'+'lfy(xi+l, t)-fy(x;+l-o y-+u)(dt ’ J 
YJ 
<Lh(lal+l/3$/~ dw. 
Numerical computations give a minimum value of 0.4173 for the integral at u = 0.186. We then 
have 
I uo - wo(f )(XiY Yj> - *o . vf (Xi+1 -u, ,+,)I <0.4173()c~I+IPI)Lh<0.591Lh 
the last inequality following from ) a ( + ) /? I < 2112. Finally, 
uo~~qo(f)~O if h<1.69c/L. (60) 
Since (60) holds in any spline space with + derived from +iir we have the next theorem. 
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Fig. 10. Gradient of +1,1. 
Theorem 8. Suppose if is monotone in the direction of a unit vector u0 and satisfies 
f E C’J; Io”f(u,)-~af(u,)I GLIlUz-~1II, Ial =l; ug. vf >, l > 0. 
Then the spline approximant qO( f) defined by (4) and using &,nz,,,, n, > 1, n2 > 1, n3 > 1 satisfies 
u0 - vqO( f) > 0 if h < 1.69+L. 
To analyze the monotonicity-preserving properties of higher-order spline approximants, we 
need to estimate the third-order differences of the form ) A2,,6,,fjj ) = ) A:, jXTgtlfX( t, y,) dt I. 
Using the techniques of section 3.4, the following estimates are easily obtained: 
(&o&of,, 1 G :h2L 3 l&&J, 1 G 2h2L 
(A:,40hj 1 G (2*‘2 + 5”2/2)h2L < 2.53h2L, 
lA~,&,f,, 1 G 2(m2 + n2)1’2h2L. (61) 
We will obtain separately estimates for +221, +122 and +rrI1 as important special cases. 
For 4221, using (24) and (58) and (61) we can estimate 
I Mu,. vq,( f )(x;, y,) 1 < O.W( I cx I + 1 P J)hL < 0.562hL 
and 
J(M+M2+ 0.. +Mk)uO. vqO(f )(xi, y,) I < 6(0.562)hL 
follows as in (29). We have therefore for +221 
I 110 *Vq~(f)(xi> Y,)-uo.Vf(x~+~-~> Yj+a)l <1*16hL, 
IUo’Vqk(f)(x;, y~)-Uo*Vf(x,+l-~, yj’o)I <3.97hL, ~2k>l. (62) 
For +122 we similarly obtain using (40), (58) and (61) 
IMu,.vq,(f)(x,, y,)( <(0.440(cr(+0.419(/3()hL<0.608hL 
and 
&I4+A42+ .** +Mk)uO. vq,(f)(x;, yj) I < 6(0.608)hL 
follows as in (29). We have therefore for +221 
luo * vq*(f )(xiy Yj) - ~~~vf(x~+~-u, y,+u)l <1.20hL, 
I uo *Vq,(f)(xi, y~)-Uo*Vf(x,+~-O, yjfU)J <4.24hL, ~>,k>l. (63) 
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For 43111 we use M = - +(A$, + A”,,) and obtain from (58) and (61): 
1-o * WO(f)(%~ v,) I < &( ICYI + IPl)hL<0.619hL, 
l(M+M*+ -0. 
since the coefficients of M 
I% * edf)b;~ 
I JJCI * WA-)h 
+Mk)uO* Vqo(f)(xi> y,) I <0.619kh’, 
sum to one. We have therefore for &rI1: 
Yj) - uO * Vftxi+l - u, yj + u) I -c 1.21hL, 
Yj) - uO. Vftxi+l - u, yj + u) I -c (0.591 + 0.691k)hL, k > 1. 
(64) 
Combining (62), (63) and (64) we have the result: 
Theorem 9. Suppose f is monotone in the direction of unit vector u. and satisfies 
f E C’J; lDaf(u,)-Daf(+)I ~Lll~~-~~ll, Ial =I; u,~vf>C-o. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) defined by (4) and using +221, (PI**, and +1111 satisfy 
u. . vqk( f) > 0 if h is less than the following quantities: 
$221 4) 122 4 1111 
k=l 0.8626/L 0.8336/L 0.826c/L 
oe>k>l 0.2%/L 0.23%/L 
(0.591 + :.691k) L 
k=oo 0.251~/L 0.2356/L - 
We proceed next to consider the case of general higher-order splines with three and four 
directions. From (58) and (61) we can readily obtain for general M = - iC+( i, j)A2i 
I Mu0 * Vqo(f)(xi, yi) I G (Ial + IPl)“L<‘*4”“’ (65) 
and following the analysis leading to (49) we have 
I M2Uo *vqO(f >(xj, yj) I < 2.83OThL, 
( Mkuo - VqO(f >Cxi, Yj) I < a k-11.415FhL(k - l){ #supp(M)}r’*, k > 2 (66) 
where a = max It?, a < 1 for three directional splines and we only consider those four-directional 
splines for which a = 1. 
For three-directional splines we obtain, analogous to (50), 
j(M+ M*+ .+. )“O’ V40(f )Cxi, Yj) I 
< 1.415hLT 3 + 
! 
“‘- f’ { #supp( M))“* 
a 
For four-directional splines we obtain 
I(M+ M*+ ..a +Mk)uO * VqO(f )(Xi, Yj) I 
(k+l)(k-2) 
2 {#suPP(M)Y*). 
(67) 
(68) 
Using (65)-(68) we can then formulate the following result: 
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Theorem 10. Suppose f is monotone in the direction of unit vector u0 and satisfies 
f E C’J; lD”f(u2)-D*f(ul)I <Lllu,-u,lI, Ial =l; u() * of >, +I > 0. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) defined by (4) satisfy u 0 . vqk( f ) > 0 under the following 
conditions on h: 
k=l: h,c 
(0.591 tfi.415r)L ’ 
k=2: h< 
(0.591 +:.243F)L. 
For three directions, 
6 
cook>>: h< 
i 
0.591 + 4.243Y + 1.415; a(;‘- ,“:’ { #SLlpp(+)}1/2 L 
a i 
For four directions, 
cobkl2: h< 
0.591 + 4.2437 + 1.4157 
(k:l)(k-2) 
2 (#SUPP(~)J’/“)L . 
6. Positivity 
In this section we simply assume that f > E > 0 and is Lipschitz continuous: I f(u2) - f(uI) ) 
G L 1) u2 - u1 11. We approximate f using the piecewise constant spline space based on @ilo. In 
this space a spline function is positive if and only if the coefficients cii are all positive for all 
(i, j). The c on 1 ion d’t cii > 0 is then (obviously) sufficient to guarantee nonnegativity in higher- 
order spline spaces. 
If +V = &ii> the interpolant q,,(f) is clearly positive so the first interesting cases are &*i, +iZ2 
and hill for qk( f ), k > 1. Given the Lipschitz continuity of f is it a simple matter to estimate 
1 Mfij ) < $Q(i, j)(i2 +j2)“*2hL = hLF. The following result then follows. 
Theorem 11. Suppose f satisfies 
If(uJ-f(u2) 6 LII~2-~1ll~ f>E’O. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) defined by (4) and using G2**, +122, and +1111 satisfy qk(f) > 0 
if h is less than the following quantities: 
+221 4 122 4 1111 
k=l 2.2166/L 2.05%/L 2c/L 
co>k>l 0.3696/L 0.343r/L 2c/kL 
k=oo 0.369c/L 0.343e/L - 
A general result analogous to Theorem 10 is also easily obtained. We have the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 12. Suppose f satisfies 
IfbJ-fh)l GLII%-%II7 f>c’O. 
Then the spline approximants qk( f) defined by (4) satisfy qk( f) > 0 under the following conditions 
on h: 
k=l: h<r/fL, 
k=2: h < r/37L. 
For three directions, 
oo>k>2: h< 
E 
3 + a2(2 - a> 
(1 _ )” I#~uPPb#4~1’2 
a 
For four directions, 
oo>k>2: h< 
3+ (k+l)(k-2; 
2 
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